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Abstract: Genetic variability and relationships among seven wheat parent genotypes and three hybrids that
differ in earliness trait were investigated using ISSR markers and SDS-PAGE. Ten ISSR primers detected a total
of 75 fragments, ranging in size from 128 to1531 bp, 41 of them showed 54.66% polymorphism. Number of bands
varied from 3 to 12 with an average of 7.50 bands/primer. UPGMA analysis based on genetic similarities ranged
between 0.933 and 0.080 indicating the genetic diversity among wheat genotypes. Cluster analysis revealed that,
studied wheat genotypes were genetically classified to 3 groups. The used primers revealed 6 positive unique
markers and 15 negative. Also, globulin revealed the highest percent of polymorphism (56%) and unique bands
(4) of protein types used. While, total and albumin proteins revealed 31.25 and 35.71% polymorphism, with one
and 2 unique bands, respectively. It is concluded that, ISSR and SDS-PAGE of wheat endosperm is a powerful
tool for evaluation of genetic diversity and cultivar identification. The identified markers could introduce a great
benefit for breeding programs to select the individuals with the lowest number of days to heading without
waiting for field evaluation and could be used as markers assisted selection in breeding programs.

Key words: Wheat  ISSR markers  Genetic diversity  SDS-PAGE protein  Albumin globulin  Cluster
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INTRODUCTION Formerly, morphological, sometimes cytogenetic, pedigree

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is the world’s most [3]. Evaluation of genetic diversity using molecular
widely cultivated cereal crop as well as the first in Egypt; markers is a cornerstone for understanding genome
it has been considered the first strategic food crop in the structure, the characterization and maintenance of genetic
winter season. Developing new early–maturing bread variation in plant germplasm, identifying genes underlying
wheat cultivars without loss of inherit yielding ability is important traits and devising optimal breeding strategies
an objective of the Wheat Breeding Program in Egypt. for crop improvement [4]. Applying markers and
Yield losses due to certain stresses may be minimized in recognition of polymorphic nucleotide sequences
early-maturing cultivars, since they would escape such dispersed throughout the genome have provided new
stress that might occur in late season [1]. In Egypt, the possibility for evaluating diversity and determining of
success of wheat to be cultivated in rainfed area of the inter and intra-species genetic relationships [5]. Several
Northern  Coast  and  late  planting  in the North Delta, molecular markers are available for investigation of
may depend entirely on the early-maturing cultivars. genetic  diversity.  SSR  [6],  RAPD  [7],  AFLP [8] and
Moreover, many investigators reported that early- ISSR [9] were the most important of them. Major
maturing cultivars are higher yielding under drought limitations  of  these  methods  were  low reproducibility
conditions than late ones [2]. Plant genome has been of RAPD, high cost of AFLP and need to know the
characterized with large size and complex organization. flanking sequences to design specific primers for SSR

or chemical analysis were used to study plant diversity
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markers. ISSR  markers overcome most of these limitations ISSR Analysis: PCR reactions using10 ISSR primers are
[10], where, they have advantage of relatively low cost, shown in Table 1. Amplification was carried out in 25 µl
high  polymorphism   and   good   reproducibility.  ISSR, reaction mixture containing 2 µl of genomic DNA, 3µl of
as a  relatively  new class of molecular markers, is based the primer, 2.5 µl of 10X Taq DNA polymerase reaction
on  inter  tandem  repeats  of  short DNA sequences. buffer, 1.5 unit of Taq DNA polymerase and 200 mM of
These  inter  repeats  are  highly  polymorphic in their each dNTPs. Amplifications were performed at Thermo
sizes  even  among  closely  related  genotypes,  due to cycler (PTC-100 PCR version 9.0 from M J Research-USA).
the lack of evolutionary functional constraints in these The apparatus is programmed to execute the following
non-functioning regions. conditions, denaturation step of 5 min at 94°C, followed

Among   biochemical   markers,   SDS-PAGE  has by 35 cycles composed of 30 s at 94°C, 90 s at the
been  widely  used  due  to  its  simplicity and annealing temperature (using a specific and optimal
effectiveness for estimating genetic diversity. Seed annealing  temperature  for  each primer) and 90 s at 72°C.
protein patterns obtained by electrophoresis have been A final extension of 72°C for 5 min. Amplifications were
widely used to assess genetic diversity in wheat [11, 12]. performed at least twice and only reproducible products
According to the solubility, wheat proteins are classified were taken into account for further data analysis.
into four classes,  albumin,  globulin, prolamin and Amplification products of ISSR were separated on 1.2%
glutens. The non-gluten proteins (albumins and agarose gels in 1x TAE buffer with DNA ladder (100 bp)
globulins) of wheat endosperm represent 20 to 25% of and detected by ethidium bromide stain according to
total grain proteins [13] and majority of them are Sambrook et al. [16]. PCR products were visualized by
monomeric. Nutritionally, albumins and globulins have a UV-trans illuminator and photographed by gel
very good amino acid balance. In addition, seed storage documentation system, Biometra - Bio Doc. Analyze.
proteins are associated with agriculturally significant Only clear, unambiguous and reproducible bands
traits and they are used in a legal protection of cultivars were considered for data analysis. Each band was
[14]. considered to be a single locus. Data were scored as (1)

So, the objectives of this study were to investigate for presence and (0) for absence for each of 10 wheat
genetic diversity of 10 wheat genotypes, Identifying samples [17] to detect positive and negative markers.
molecular and biochemical markers associated with Then generate the similarity coefficients by SPSS program
earliness trait using ISSR markersand seed storage version-10 [18] to construct a dendrogram by the
proteins (total, albumin and globulin) fractions. unweighted pair group method with arithmetical average

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The present study is an extension of previous Total Protein: Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel
experiment of Nasseef [15] who studied eight characters electrophoresis  (SDS-PAGE)  was  performed according
including days to heading. to  Laemmli  [19].  Grains  of  the  ten wheat genotypes of

Plant Materials: Seven parental hexaploid wheat Total seed proteins were extracted by adding 500 µl
genotypes and the earliest three of their hybrids, sharing extraction buffer (0.1g/ml) 0.5 gm of each sample. Keep the
the female parent (P the earliest)  were  used  for samples at 4°C overnight and centrifuged at 12,000 g for1,

molecular  and  biochemical analysis. The parents are 20 min. The supernatant was the total protein ready for
(Sids 4, Sakha 93, Gemmiza 9, Assiut 230, Assiut 249, experiment purposes.
Assiut  216  and  Line   1457)   and  three  hybrids  are
(Sids  4 x Sakha 93), (Sids 4 x Assiut 230) and (Sids 4 x Albumin and Globulin: Albumins were separated by
Line  1457). The  pedigree   is   illustrated  by Nasseef exhaustive dialysis of total protein extract against 33 mM
[15]. sodium acetate buffer pH 4.8 at 4°C overnight. The

Molecular Analysis 12.000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C [20]. The residue was washed
DNA Extraction: The genomic DNA was extracted from twice with d.d. water and 500 µl from globulins extraction
fresh leaves of all the ten wheat samples according to the buffer was added to each sample, kept at 4°C over night.
protocol of Biospin plant genomic DNA extraction Kit The supernatant globulins were collected by
(BioFlux). centrifugation at 12.000 rpm for 15min.

(UPGMA).

Extraction of Total Albumin and Globulin Proteins

7 parents and 3 hybrids were grounded to a fine powder.

supernatant albumins were collected by centrifugation at
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Table 1: Codes and sequences of the ten ISSR primers used
No. Primer code Sequence (5’-3’) No. Primer code Sequence (5’-3’)
1 UBC825A-32 TATAAATCTTCTTAGTCAAC 6 UBC876-32 GATAGATAGACAGACA
2 UBC825B-32 AGTGTGGTCCTACAGTG 7 HB13A-32 GCCTGAACCTGCTTTATC
3 UBC818-32 CACACACACACACACAG 8 HB13B-32 GAGAGCGGTCCATATTTC
4 UBC812-32 GAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAA 9 HB15A-32 TCCGTTGGTATAAGTGCTC
5 UBC814-32 CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTA 10 HB15B-32 TCGGAGAGTGATGGTTG

Gel Electrophoresis: Gel electrophoresis was carried out wheat (128 to 863 bp). This primer recorded a negative
in 15% acrylamide slab gels, staining and distaining were unique fragment (300bp) specific to P  genotype. The
carried out according to the standard procedure. sixth primer (UBC 876) recorded 9 fragments (190 to 860
Electrophoregrams for each variety were scored and the bp.), only 1 fragment was polymorphic with 11.11 %
presence (1) or absence (0) of each band was scored. polymorphism among the used genotypes (Fig. 1f).
Similarity matrix based on Jaccard’s coefficient were Seventh primer, HB13-A exhibited 12 bands (Fig. 1g), 9 of
estimated by cluster analysis using UPGMA method them were polymorphic recorded 75% polymorphism. H
depending on the similarity polymorphism of total protein, shared its female parent (P ) in a common band (1332 bp).
albumin and globulin patterns based in protein marker. In addition, two negative unique markers(530 and 489 bp)

RESULTS markers (214 and 184 bp) and a unique positive band

ISSR-PCR Fingerprinting: The ISSR markers evaluated 12 PCR fragments with primer HB13-B, 8 of them showed
in this research provided sufficient polymorphism and 66.67% polymorphism (238 bp to1531 bp) among the
reproducible fingerprinting profile of seven parent wheat genotypes. This primer produced 2 positive unique
genotypes  and  three  of  their hybrids. In Table 2 and bands (1531 and 1209 bp) specific to H  genotype.
Fig. 1, ten ISSR primers detected a total of 75 fragments Another positive unique marker (881bp) specified P .
(128 to1531 bp) 41 of them were polymorphic. The While, 2 negative unique markers (304 and 279 bp)
percentage of polymorphic bands ranged from 11.11 specified P .
(primer UBC876) to100% (primer UBC825A) with an The product of the primer HB15A (Fig. 1i), recorded
average of 54.66%. Number of bands varied from 3 a total of 7 bands (235 bp to 757 bp), 6 showed 85.71%
(UBC818) to 12 (HB13A&HB13B) with an average of 7.50 polymorphism. Also, this primer detected a positive
bands /primer. The number of polymorphic fragments for unique band (235 bp) specified H  and another 4 negative
each primer varied from 1(UBC876) to 9 (HB13A), with an unique bands at 617,473,384 and 281bp specified P
average of 4.10. All the primers produced polymorphic genotype. Primer HB15-B (Fig. 1j) revealed 6 fragments
amplification products, except only one primer UBC812 recorded 50% polymorphism among the10 wheat
did not reveal polymorphism. In Fig. (1a), the first primer genotypes. A common band shared only H  and its male
UBC825A  with  the  ten cultivars, exhibited 6 fragments, parent P  at molecular size of 1003 bp.
2 of them were showing 33.33% polymorphism, one band
(309 bp)  was sharing between H  and its male parent P . Cluster Analysis: In this study, Similarity indices and2 4

The second ISSR primer (UBC825B) recorded six consensus tree were developed on the basis of the
amplicons  showed  100% polymorphism, this primer scorable  banding  patterns  of  the  10  genotypes using
identified a specific unique band (220 bp) with hybrid H , 10 ISSR primers. As shown in Table 3 the two most2

also 3 negative unique markers (1037, 531 and 427 bp) closely related genotypes were H  and P  with the highest
were specific to P genotype as shown in Fig. (1b). genetic similarity (0.933). While, the lowest value was4

In Fig. (1c) primer UBC818 revealed 3 fragments, 2 of (0.080) between H  and P  genotypes. The dendrogram
them  were  polymorphic  with   66.67%  polymorphism. based on  Dice  similarity  index  and UPGMA method
One negative unique marker (at 430 bp) specified P (Fig. 2) showed that the ten wheat genotypes were2

genotype. While, H shared one band (318 bp) with its divided into two main clusters. The first main cluster1

female parent (P ). In Fig. (1d) primer UBC812 amplified included only H genotype, while the second cluster was1

seven monomorphic fragments (ranged from 420 to 1371 divided into two sub-clusters, the first one comprised
bp.) among the used ten genotypes. In Fig. (1e) primer only P The second sub-cluster included the remaining
UBC814 showed a total of 7 bands among all samples of eight  genotypes  (6  parents  and   2   hybrids),   the  same

6

3

1

were specific to P . While, H  has 2 negative unique3 3

specified to P  genotype at 262bp. Figure (1h) presented7

3

6

6

3

1
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Table 2: Total number of bands, monomorphic and polymorphic bands and percentage of polymorphism for the ten ISSR primers

Primer Code Total No. of bands Monomorphic bands Polymorphic bands Polymorphism %

1 - UBC825A 6 4 2 33.33
2 - UBC825B 6 0 6 100
3 - UBC818 3 1 2 66.67
4 - UBC812 7 7 0 0
5 - UBC814 7 3 4 57.14
6 - UBC876 9 8 1 11.11
7- HB13A 12 3 9 75
8 - HB13B 12 4 8 66.67
9 - HB15A 7 1 6 85.71
10 - HB15B 6 3 3 50

Total 75 34 41 --
Average 7.5 3.4 4.1 54.65

Table 3: Similarity coefficients of the wheat genotypes based on ISSR markers.

Case Matrix File Input

P1 0.100 --
P2 0.467 0.100 --
P3 0.467 0.333 0.100 --
P4 0.533 0.667 0.400 0.100 --
P5 0.533 0.400 0.267 0.333 0.100 --
P6 0.930 0.600 0.733 0.800 0.667 0.100 --
P7 0.467 0.467 0.200 0.400 0.400 0.467 0.100 --
H1 0.133 0.133 0.080 0.333 0.200 0.667 0.133 0.100 --
H2 0.333 0.333 0.176 0.133 0.400 0.733 0.200 0.090 0.100 --
H3 0.800 0.533 0.800 0.733 0.600 0.933 0.667 0.600 0.667 0.100
-- P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 H1 H2 H3

Fig. 1: Amplification profile of the ten ISSR primers resulted from 10 wheat genotypes
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Fig. 2: Dendrogram representing the genetic relationship among the ten wheat genotypes using UPGMA cluster analysis
of Dice genetic similarity coefficients generated from ISSR analysis

Table 4: Positive and negative unique markers in wheat genotype
Positive Markers Negative Markers
------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------

Genotype Primer Size Primer Size Total
P1 - - HB15A 617 4

- - HB15A 473
- - HB15A 384
- - HB15A 281

P2 - - UBC818 430 1
P3 - - HB13A 530 2

- - HB13A 489
P4 - - UBC825B 1037 3

- - UBC825B 531
- - UBC825B 427

P6 HB13B 881 UBC814 300 4
- - HB13B 304
- - HB13B 279

P7 HB13A 262 - - 1
H2 UBC825B 220 - - 1
H3 HB13B 1531 HB13A 214 5

HB13B 1209 HB13A 184
HB15A 235 - -

Total - 6 - 15 21

genetic distance was recorded (0.400) between (P5 and developed with primer HB13B and another 3 negative
P2), (P and P ) and (P4 and P3). The similarity value of markers; one   was   detected   by   primer  UBC814.7 4

(0.467) was detected between (P2 and P1) and (P1 and P7) While, another two negative markers were with primer
H and H  were clustered in the same group with similarity HB13B. P  was detected by only one positive marker2 1

value of (0.090). using primer HB13A at 262 bp. On the other hand, among

Positive  and  Negative  Unique  ISSR Markers: As unique ISSR markers, where, H  showed one positive
shown in Table 4, the 10 ISSR primers developed 6 marker by UBC825B. It is noticeable that H  was
positive unique markers and 15 negative. P  revealed 4 characterized by the highest number of unique markers1

negative markers with different sizes. While, it was (3positive and 2 negative), two positive markers with
characterized by one negative marker with primer UBC818. HB13B and another positive one with HB15A. While, the
Two negative markers identified P  by primer HB13A. two negative markers were detected with primer HB13A.3

Three negative markers specified P with primer UBC825B. The molecular size of specific markers is presented in4

Also, P  was characterized by one positive marker Table 4.6

7

hybrids, only two hybrids revealed positive and negative
2

3
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Table 5: Distribution of seed total protein variable bands in the studied wheat genotypes resulted from SDS-PAGE (+ =Present, -= Absent)
Band Number Molecular weight (kDa) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 H1 H2 H3
1 106 - - - - - + + - - -
2 95 + + - + + + + + + +
3 87 - - - - - + + + + +
9 31 + + + + + + + - + +
10 29 - + + + + + + - + +
15 18 - + + + + + + + - -
Total number of bands 12 14 14 14 14 16 16 13 14 14

Fig. 3: SDS-PAGE for seed storage proteins of the ten wheat genotypes (from left to right: total, albumin and globulin)
M= Protein marker

Eight out of ten tested primers exhibited 6 positive 31.25% polymorphism. Moreover, the highest number of
unique markers and 15 negative. Primers HB13A and bands (16) was recorded in P  and P  genotypes, while the
HB13B were more informative than other primers, HB13A lowest number of bands (12) was recorded in P  genotype
revealed  one positive and four negative unique markers (Table 5). Based on sharpness of bands, they were
identified three genotypes (P , P  and H ),while HB13B classified into two categories; first category contains3 7 3

revealed 5 unique markers, 3 positive and 2 negative major bands and included the bands with molecular
identified two genotypes (P  and H ). Based on the weights 65, 51, 25, 24 and17 kDa. While, the second6 3

presence or absence of bands in each hybrid and its category involves minor bands and included the other
respective parents, four bands common in hybrid and its bands with molecular weights 106, 95, 87, 48, 39, 35, 31, 29,
female or its male parent were detected with four primers. 26, 23 and 18 kDa (Fig. 3a). Only one negative marker
The first band was shared between H  and its male parent characterized H  with a molecular weight of 31 kDa. 2

P  that was developed by primer UBC825A. The second The diversity of different wheat genotypes showed4

one was obtained using primer UBC818 was common that there are 3 clusters; P  and P  were individually
between H  and its female parent P . separated in two clusters. While the third cluster1 1

SDS-PAGE Analysis sub-clusters, first sub-cluster separated the hybrid H .
Total Protein Electrophoresis: The banding pattern The second sub-cluster was divided into two groups, the
revealed from SDS-PAGE (Fig. 3a) showed that, total first contains four parental genotypes (P , P , P  and P )
number of bands were 16, among which 11 were and the second group included one parent (P ) and two of
monomorphic across all wheat genotypes, while the other its hybrids H  and H (Fig. 4). The highest genetic
five bands showed polymorphism and observed in similarity (0.941) was recorded between H  and H  as well
different molecular sizes ranged from 106 to 18 kDa with as  between  P   and  P  while the lowest similarity (0.014)

6 7

1

1

7 6

(included the rest of genotypes) was divided into two
1

2 3 4 5

1

2 3

2 3

4 5,
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Table 6: Distribution of seed albumin protein variable bands in the studied wheat genotypes resulted from SDS-PAGE (+ =Present, - = Absent)
Band number Molecular weight (kDa) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 H1 H2 H3
1 158 + + - + + - - - - +
2 150 + + - + + + - - - +
3 108 + + - + + + + - - -
6 90 + - - - + - + + + +
9 60 + + + + + + + + - +
12 43 + + + + + + + + + -
13 41 + + + - - - + - + +
14 39 + + + + + + - - + +
17 33 + + + + - - - - - +
22 20 + + - + + - + + - -
Total number of bands 28 27 23 26 26 23 24 23 22 25

Fig. 4: Dendrogram of ten Wheat genotypes using UPGMA cluster analysis of Jaccard genetic similarity coefficients
generated from total protein analysis

Fig. 5: Dendrogram of ten Wheat genotypes using UPGMA cluster analysis of Jaccard genetic similarity coefficients
generated from albumin protein analysis

was recorded between P  and P . Band with molecular characterized by rich protein pattern. Our results showed1 6

weight 18 kDa was absent in P , H  and H but found in that, bands number varied from 22 (H ) to 28 bands (P )1 2 3

the other genotypes. According to Nasseef [15] these with a range of molecular weights from 10 to 158 kDa.
genotypes recorded a mean days to heading of 74, 85 and Among the polymorphic bands, two unique bands
81.67, respectively. Thus this band may be considered as observed in different molecular weights of (60 and 43 kDa)
a negative marker in earliness breeding programs. were  characterizing  H   and  H ,   respectively  (Table  6).

Albumin  Electrophoresis:  Out  of  28  bands observed two categories, first category comprises of major bands
by separating albumin proteins, 10 of them were which  were observed at different zones ranged from (10
polymorphic with 35.71% polymorphism. Albumin was to 18), (24 to 29), (46 to 57) and (73 to 87) kDa. The second

2 1

2 3

Bands observed on the gel, also could be classified into
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Table 7: Distribution of seed globulin protein variable bands in the studied wheat genotypes resulted from SDS-PAGE (+ =Present, - =Absent).
Band number Molecular weight (kDa) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 H1 H2 H3
1 155 + + - + - + - - - +
2 140 + + - + + - - - - -
3 137 - - - - - + - - - -
4 125 + + - - - + + + + +
5 93 - - - - - - - - - +
6 88 - - - - - - - - - +
7 82 + + - + - + + - + +
10 61 + + + + + + + - - -
11 59 - + + + + - - - - -
14 48 + + + + + + + - + +
15 44 + + - + + + + - - +
16 40 + + + + + + - - - -
18 33 + + - - - - - - - +
21 18 + - + + - + + - + +
Total number of bands 21 21 16 20 15 21 17 12 15 20

Fig. 6: Dendrogram of ten Wheat genotypes using UPGMA cluster analysis of Jaccard genetic similarity coefficients
generated from globulin protein analysis

category comprises of minor bands which showed similarity index (0.952) was recorded between H  and P ,
polymorphism  across  the studied wheat genotypes. while the genetic similarity between P  and H  genotypes
Three of these bands were observed at a narrow range of was the lowest.
high molecular weight ranged from (108 to158 kDa), while
the other polymorphic bands were distributed among the Globulin Electrophoresis: Analysis of the globulin
wide range from 20 to 90 kDa (Fig. 3 b). proteins  revealed 25 bands with different molecular

Cluster analysis of wheat albumin protein was weight ranged from 7 to 155 kDa. Among these bands, 14
performed on the results of SDS-PAGE to find out the were variables (Table 7), with the highest percent of
genetic diversity among the studied wheat genotypes. polymorphism (56%) among the studied protein types.
The dendrogram (Fig. 5) revealed two main clusters; first The highest number of bands was recorded in three
main cluster contains only one parental genotype, P . The genotypes (P , P  and P ), while H  genotype has the1

second main cluster was divided into two sub-clusters, lowest number of bands (15). Three positive unique
first sub-cluster was divided into two groups, first group markers  were  recorded with different molecular weights
contains two parental genotypes (P  and P ), while the of 88 and 93 which characterized H  and 137 which5 6

second  group  also  contains  another two parents (P characterized P . Another negative unique marker (band2

and P ). The second sub-cluster was also divided into two with M.W.48 kDa) that was found in all genotypes but4

groups, first group separated H  genotype, but the absent in H  genotype. Major bands in these patterns3

second group was divided into two  sub-groups,  first were observed in four zones on the gel with molecular
sub-group contains P  and H , while, the second sub- weights ranged from (9 to 16), (50 to 54) and (68 to 71) kDa3 2

group comprises P  and H  genotypes. The highest as well as at 35 kDa. While, the other bands which varied7 1

1 7

4 2

1 2 6 2

3

6

1
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among the studied genotypes were found in three markers to evaluate the genetic diversity of some crops
moderate zones ranged from (72 to 155), (48 to 35) and (82 [26, 27].
to 155) (Fig. 3c).

Results obtained from UPGMA clustering analysis of ISSR Markers and Hybrid Performance for Earliness
globulin fractions (Fig. 6) revealed two main clusters, first Trait: The previous results showed that, the three
main cluster contains two sub-clusters, first sub-cluster hybrids  H , H2 and H have the earliness trait with days
included P  and P  genotypes. While the second sub to heading of 83.6, 85.00 and 81.67, respectively. ISSR1 2

cluster contains two groups, the first separated only one markers linked to earliness character were represented as
genotype (P ) and the second separated P  and P . Second unique bands for certain genotype. The early maturing4 3 5

main cluster  was  divided  into  two sub clusters, first genotypes revealed six unique non parental bands, 4
sub-cluster separated H  genotype. The other sub-cluster positive and 2 negative as follows: H  characterized by3

contains two groups, first separated P  genotype and one positive marker, while H  was more characteristic by6

second separated P  and H . The genetic similarity the highest number of unique markers (3 positive and 27 2

recorded in this protein fraction showed that, high genetic negative). H , the earliest genotype was specified with 5
similarity was found between H  and H , while the lowest unique bands which might be responsible for earliness1 2

was recorded between P  and H . trait. The present results support the idea that ISSR5 3

DISCUSSION linked to genes of interest. In previous study, Nasseef

ISSR  markers  are  highly  polymorphic  and  could associated with the obtained ISSR markers and explained
be used  for wheat cultivars identification as many the phenotypic variation of days to heading among the
authors reported  by  Reddy  et al.  [10], Song et al. [21] tested wheat genotypes. These unique markers revealed
and Fahmy et al. [22] who concluded that, ISSR markers the responses of the 3 hybrids to the earliness  trait.
could be used as highly informative markers for genome Using molecular markers can increase the efficiency of
mapping and gene tagging because the evolutionary rate conventional plant breeding by  identifying  markers
of change within microsatellites is considerably higher linked  to the trait of interest, which are difficult to
more than many other types of DNA markers. The present evaluate and/or are largely affected by the environment as
study clearly demonstrated that, the 10 wheat genotypes mentioned by Milad et al. [28] and El-Assal and Gaber
could be distinguished by these ISSR primers showing a [29]. This study concluded that these  ISSR  markers
high level of polymorphism reached to 100 %. Cluster could introduce a great  benefit  for  breeding  programs
analysis  revealed  a maximum similarity (0.933) between to select early genotypes without waiting field evaluation
H  and P , whereas, maximum dissimilarity (0.080) was and could be used as markers assisted selection for3 6

between H and P . Previous studies used ISSR markers as earliness trait.1 3

a tool for detection of similarities and dissimilarities of
wheat genotypes [23, 24]. Based on data achieved by Genetic Identification by Positive and Negative Unique
ISSR-PCR, cluster analysis revealed that studied wheat ISSR Markers among the Studied Genotypes: ISSR
genotypes were genetically classified to three groups. analysis permitted the identification of 6 out of 7 wheat
The first one included H  genotype alone, the second parents by unique positive and/or negative markers. P3

group contained only one parent (P ), while the remaining was characterized by the highest number of uniqueness.6

eight genotypes (6 parents and 2 hybrids) lied in the third The lowest number of ISSR markers was only one marker
group and more similar to each other. specific to P  and P , while P  did not exhibit any unique

The aforementioned results confirmed that ISSR marker. The earliest parent (P ) which is the most
profiling is a powerful method for identification, molecular important genotype in this study revealed 4 negative
classification and genetic diversity among the tested markers with different sizes (617, 473, 384 and 281bp),
wheat genotypes which could be used in breeding these negative markers could be contributed in the
programs. This result is in accordance with those earliness trait. Comparing P  with its 3 hybrids, we found
obtained by Ge Zhao et al. [25] who concluded that the that H  shared P at 1332 bp. Also, H  shared the same
genetic relatedness among different genotypes could parent another one band (318bp.). But we observed that
provide useful information for conservation and selection H  is earlier than H , so it could be concluded that this
of cross parents in breeding. In addition, some studies specific band (1332bp) contributes in this trait more than
investigated the discriminating capacity of molecular the other band in H . These results are in agreement with
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markers can provide fast detection of molecular markers

[15] observed in a field experiment that earliness trait was
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those reported  by  Najaphy  et al.  [24] who concluded 2. Fischer, R.A. and R. Maurer, 1978. Drought
that, ISSR markers provided sufficient polymorphism and resistance in spring wheat cultivars. 1. Grain yield
genetic  diversity  assessed  in  combination  with the responses. Aust. J. Agric. Res., 29: 897-912.
agro- morphological traits in traditional and molecular 3. Volis, S., S. Mendelinger, Y. Turuspekov, U.
wheat breeding programs. Esnazaov, S. Abugalieva and N. Orlovsky, 2001.

Generally, the protein electrophoresis was Nallozyme variation in Turkmenian populations of
appropriated to determine the differences and genetic wild barely analysis, Hordeum spontaneum Koch.
diversity among  the  ten  wheat  genotypes  depending Annal. Bot., 87: 435-446.
on  total, albumin and globulin electrophoresis. Our 4. Hayden, M.J., T.L. Tabone, T.M. Nguyen, S.
results showed that, polymorphism based  on  total Coventry, F.J. Keiper, R.L. Fox, K.J. Chalmers, D.E.
protein (31.71%)  was  lower  than  the  earlier   findings of Mather and J.A. Eglinton, 2010. An informative set of
Ahmed et al. [30] and Ali  [31]  which  reached  to  73.4 SNP markers for molecular characterization of
and 53.71%, respectively. It is concluded that, pattern of Australian  Barley  Germplasm.  Crop Past. Sci., 61:
total protein showed high degree of homogeneity that 70-83.
could be referred  to  existence  of  most  genotypes in 5. Gostimsky, S.A., Z.G. Kokaeva and F.A. Konovalov,
one cluster; these results were in the same line with 2005. Studying plant genome variation using
Shuaib et al. [11], Nemati et al. [12] and Shuaib et al. [32]. molecular markers. Russ. Genet., 41: 378-388.
In addition, total proteins revealed only  one  specific 6. Tautz, D., 1989. Hypervariability of simple sequences
band which characterizes H  genotype. While, albumin as a general source of polymorphic DNA markers.1

and globulin produced  two  and  four   specific   bands Nucleic Acids Res., 17: 6463-6471.
respectively. On contrary, Dvoàaèed and Cûrn [33] 7. Williams, J.G., A.R. Kubelik, K.J. Livak, J.A. Rafalski
reported that the patterns of albumin and globulin among and S.V. Tingey, 1990. DNA polymorphisms
cultivars  were  very  similar  our  results showed that amplified by arbitrary primers are useful as genetic
SDS-PAGE of albumin and globulin showed a higher markers. Nucleic Acids Res., 18: 6531-6535.
percentage of polymorphism (35.71 and 56.0%). In total 8. Vos, P., R. Hogers, M. Bleeker, M. Reijans, T. Van
protein  banding  patterns,  high  similarity  found Der, M. Kuiper and M. Zabeau, 1995. AFLP: A new
between H  and H  could be referred to having the same technique for DNA fingerprinting. Nucleic Acids2 3

parent (P ). Also, the three hybrids and their common Res., 23: 4407-4414.1

parent were in the same cluster, this high genetic similarity 9. Zietkiewciz, E., A. Rafalski and D. Labuda, 1994.
(between P  and P ,) is in agreement with the pedigree Genome fingerprinting by simple Sequence Repeat4 5

information [15], similar results were found in the pattern (SSR)-Anchored Polymerase Chain Reaction
of globulin fraction which showed a high genetic Amplification. Genomics, 20: 176-183.
similarity between P  and P . Fufa et al. [34] reported that, 10. Reddy, P.M., N. Sarla and E.A. Siddiq, 2002. Inter1 2

genetic diversity estimated based on seed storage protein simple sequence  repeat  (SSR)  polymorphism and
were lowest because they were the major determinants of its  application  in  plant  breeding.  Euphytica,  128:
end use quality, which is a highly selected trait. However, 9-17.
this helps to classify varieties in different group. In total 11. Shuaib,  M.,   M.   Jamal,   H.   Akbar,   I.   Khan  and
protein banding pattern, one negative marker (18 kDa.) R. Khalid, 2010. Evaluation of wheat by
was absent in P , H  and H  but found in other genotypes. polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. African Journal1 2 3

According to Nasseef [15] these genotypes recorded a of Biotechnology, 9(2): 243-247.
mean days to heading of 74, 85 and 81.67, respectively. 12. Nemati, M., J. Bazdar and S. Hokmalipour, 2012.
Thus this band may be considered as a negative marker in Study  of  total  seed  storage protein in wheat
earliness breeding programs and could be used in varieties based on sodium dodocyl sulfate
earliness breeding programs. polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).
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